Creative Commons licenses help you share your work but while keeping your copyright. Other people can copy and distribute your work, but only on certain conditions. This page helps you choose those conditions.

Every CC license you'll choose, your moral rights and consumer's fair use principles will be always respected. In particular everyone who copies and distribute or modify your original work has always to give you credit.

Do you allow to copy, distribute, display, and perform a verbatim copy of your work?

- Yes, always.
- Yes, for non-commercial purposes.
- Yes, for educational purposes, also if commercial.
- No, unless they get my permission.

Do you allow to copy, distribute, display, and perform a derived copy of your work?

- Yes, always.
- Yes, for non-commercial purposes.
- Yes, for educational purposes, also if commercial.
- Yes, only if the derived work is highly transformative of the original or makes a partial use of it (mix, collage, sampling, etc.).
- Yes, only under a license identical to the one that governs my work (copyleft).
- No, unless they get my permission.

Select a license ➤